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Crafted Salt Oil Burner

Natural Salt Oil Burner

Â
Optimum Salt Company â€“ A leading Pakistani, Optimum Groupâ€™s Company has been
manufacturing and exporting International quality Himalayan Salt products for the value customers from all
over the world.
Optimum Crafted Salt Oil Burners are the one the best hand carved crafted salt lamps available in the
world. We have been improving our skilled labor force with training and modern techniques to manufacture
the quality carved products. Our experts in R& D are in consistent efforts to design the new fashionable
shapes for incremental & perpetual increase in our Hand carved crafted salt Oil Burner Series.
Optimum Saltâ€™s Crafted Oil Burners are made from natural Himalayan Salt Crystal created by nature
millions of year of ago and hundreds of meter down from foothills of Himalayan Salt Range Pakistan.
Himalaya has the worldâ€™s largest natural salt reserves with 1290 running miles. Reportedly these
reserves will be serving the human kind for another 365 years.
The Natural color of these salt crystals blends from Off White to Apricot and from Orange to Warm Pink.
The Healthy Impact of Optimum Salt Oil Burner enhances as these are hand washed and sun dried which
make them all natural and pure. Salt crystal naturally provides the powerful negative ions, essential for our
health and well being. Optimum Salt Company understands that our health & well being has been severely
affected by ultra modern technology utilization in our daily life. Himalayan Salt crystal & Lamps effectively
improve the quality of air by producing negative ions â€œThe Vitamin of Airâ€•. Salt when illuminated from
inside get warm and emit an higher number of ions.
Optimum Oil burners are available in following two Categories
1. Natural Salt Oil Burners
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2. Crafted Salt Oil bunrer
FollowingÂ categoriesÂ areÂ available in crafted Oil Burner Series,
Castle Shape
Cube Shape
Leaf shape
Rose Shape
And any other Shape you wish to be with you.
Color
Red to Reddish Orange
Off white to Apricot
Orange to warm Pink
Packing
4 ply Inner Carton
7 ply Master Carton
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